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Spirituality (and in particular Christian
theology) informs all life…

• The need for mysticism – to reflect and find
direction (‘policy space’)

• The need for activism – to act once you know
what must be done

• The need for wilderness as well as the city…
• The need for right  lifestyles…
• The need for prophets when we lose our way….

Sustainability demands we do all these. 
Modernism has no time for them…



Sustainability…

• Came from the need for global and local
environmental limits to be respected,
especially long term trends…

• Came hard against the need for fairness in
development – 1 billion hungry….

‘Sustainability is meeting the needs of current
and future generations through an integration
of environmental protection, social equity and
economic dignity.’



Global sustainability….

• Population

• Urbanisation and associated consumption

• Climate change and peak oil

All are deeply ethical issues, overlapping…



Population

• Whether we get to stabilise at 9 billion or 12
billion depends on how fair we are…. The
Millenium development goals will achieve 9b.

• Its mostly a women’s rights issue.

• Blaming population is often an excuse for
doing nothing or worse….

• ‘Population’ is ‘people’ and we need to
welcome strangers…



Urbanisation…

• 20th century saw 5% to 50% people in cities

• Cities are places of opportunity and will
continue to grow

• Cities are consuming the earth….

• ‘Sustainable cities are reducing their footprint
(consumption of resources, production of
wastes) whilst improving their liveability’







COCO22 levels levels……the inexorable climbthe inexorable climb

Earth
Day
Earth
Day
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Retreating
glaciers and

thinning ice…





Arctic sea ice extent
1978-2007

in millions of km2
(National Snow and

Ice Data Center)

Green fear…the tipping
point?



‘The moral dilemma of our time’ Al Gore







September 15th 2008



Green Stimulus Packages

$11B for Smart Grids,
$6B for Renewables,
$2B for Plug-in Vehicles
- $7500 rebate for EVs!

$2B for Renewables,
$1B for Green Cars,
$100M for Smart Grids
 - no rebate yet!



The collapse of consensus…



The release of ‘sceptics’ and worse…



How easy it is to retreat into
conspiracies, scapegoats, and anti-

science….
• Solar system, evolution and now

climate change…

• Fear requires we find witches…



Find the
‘balance’
i.e. create
doubt that
it is real…





Australia has joined the world….
80% less ghg by 2050; $10b package



In reality the economic race is on….
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Reducing emissions…



Climate Change Myths



Myth 1. It was warmer inMyth 1. It was warmer in
the time of Christthe time of Christ



History of world temperatureHistory of world temperature
(0AD- 2004AD)(0AD- 2004AD)



Myth 2. It has been cooling lately while CO2 has
been rising…







Myth 3. Most CO2 comes from
volcanic sources not human…



Myth 3. Most CO2 comes from
volcanic sources not human…

20% nature

80% human



Myth 4: Solar flares have a bigger
impact on climate change?



Myth 5. It doesn’t matter if we get warmer….



Climate
change

threatens
cities
and

regions



The Pakistan Floods – worst ever



Melbourne burns after a week over 45 degrees....
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SWest…reduced rainfall, groundwater
retreating…. multiple costs.



SWest now burns…loses 72 homes last
year, 35 in latest at Margaret River…



The sea is rising…globallyrise in
20th Century

L. Stocker CUSP

Source: Bindoff et all, 2010, UACF, Canberra



Sea level rise And locally….in
Southwest WA

L. Stocker CUSP

1.5 mm/yr
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Number and Cost of Weather-Related Disasters, 
1980-2003
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Coral reefs will disappear



Loss of biodiversity as rain moves south



Myth 6. There is no hope that we can make the
changes necessary….

• The biggest and most dangerous myth of all…

• Despair leads to totalitarian responses, eg Pol
Pot, and Climate Emergency Network….



Peak oil has potential to cause
even more damage….



Car dependent cities are vulnerable to
peak oil







The Hubbert Peak
Sci Amer 1971





The CRASH followed....
Fear abounds.... Are we RESILIENT?

WHAT KIND OF FUTURE CAN WE CREATE?



What does it mean for cities?

• Some suburbs collapsed in crash…



Four scenarios…

• Collapse

• Ruralised city

• Divided city

• Resilient City



1. Collapse

• Jared Diamond’s ‘Collapse’ is when cities do
not adapt to a deep threat to their future.

• ‘Peakers’ sites on the web are
apocalyptic…eg lifeafterthecrash.net;
dieoff.com



David Holmgren:

‘The die off scenario is actually the whole end to
the development of intensive, settled
agriculture, civilization and
industrialization—all of the last 6000 years
swept into the dustbin of history. What goes
with that is a very large drop in human
population in a relatively short time, like 100
years—possibly back to some sort of hunter-
gatherer type of organization.’



Lankshear and Cameron (2005):

‘Peak oil has already become a magnet for
post-apocalyptic survivalists who are
convinced that western society is on the brink
of collapse, and have stocked up tinned food
and ammunition for that coming day.’



 Collapse

• Can happen…and has, but…

• Awareness is increasing exponentially,
although its still ‘the elephant in the
bedroom’.

• A ‘tipping point’ can happen very quickly, eg
climate change.

• Western civilization has adapted in the past -
but this is a big one.



History of cities

• Frequent ‘collapse’ (Jared Diamond)

• Often had an environmental factor involved

• Prophets pointed out the clash of values
‘Though in their pride and arrogance they say,

The bricks are fallen but we will build in hewn stone,

The sycamores are hacked down,

But we will use cedars instead.’ Isaiah 9:10.



Ephesus, 2nd biggest city in Roman empire,
abandoned in 1000AD..



Babylon the greatest city of the ancient world
for 2300 years – collapsed in 140 BC.



When it collapses...

‘The whole world has rest and is at peace;
It breaks into cries of joy.
The pines themselves and the cedars of Lebanon

exult over you:
Since you have been laid low, they say,
No man comes up to fell us.’

Isaiah 14: 7,8



Cities collapse from their arrogance and pride
and greed.... The city of fear

‘I am and there is no other... No one is looking.’
Is 45: 8-10

- judged by the prophets,

- Revelation and today....

The Board of Lehman Brothers called
themselves ‘Masters of the Universe’...



Zion...the city of hope

• ‘What answer is there...this, that the Lord has
fixed Zion in her place.’ Is 14:31

• ‘I will use justice as the plumb-line...Shelter
the homeless, do not betray the fugitive...

• ‘Then justice shall make its home in the
wilderness and righteousness dwell in the
grassland.’

• ‘And cities will lie peaceful in the plain..’
Is 28 and 32



2. Ruralised city
(cities are for permaculture, all food and produce is

from your garden or locality)

• The return of the medieval village or even
hunter-gatherers….



The history of a tension...

• Urbanism is about OPPORTUNITIES
• Environmentalism is about LIMITS

• Hunter Gatherers and Anarcho-Primitives –
‘rewilding’is only happening in universities

Is it possible to return to Eden? The gate has
shut….

• Cities and agriculture born together.
Resolving the tension in every generation....



• History (and theology) has shown we have
‘left eden’ … for the risks and opportunities of
the city.

• Permaculture and agriculture will be a bigger
part of future cities but will not replace the
main role of cities.

• Ruralising cities can make them more oil
dependent…as people ‘escape’.

• Sustainability can become ‘survivalist’ and
fear-based and is then part of the problem.



3. Divided city

• Wealthy eco-enclaves surrounded by Mad
Max suburbs…

• Highly probable.



Code Red for outer areas...Sydney

71

 2.3 – 7.6
 7.6 – 10.1
10.1 – 12.6
12.6 – 15.0
15.0 – 18.4
18.4 – 24.5
24.5 – 39.0

Annual Vehicle Km per Household, 2004

Outer suburbs
residents,

particularly
those away from

rail lines, drive
much more than

inner suburbs
residents.









 All these cities are based on fear…
What do we need?

• Building a new economy in our cities which is
more resilient and based on hope...

• Positive change has happened before as new
economies were created out of cities where
the old confidence was replaced with the
new.

• How do we build the city of hope?

ONE DIAMOND AT A TIME…



How do we look to the future of cities?

• The two archetypal cities of Revelation
• Babylon – city of fear. ‘Alas your doom has

struck...The merchants of the earth weep and
mourn for her for no-one any longer buys her
cargoes...’

• Zion – city of hope. ‘The holy city ... Like a
priceless jewel, the foundations of the city
wall were jewels of every kind... The river of
life and the tree of life on each side...’



Creating diamonds of hope is what builds a
city...



Diamonds are a symbol of the human journey…

• Come from nature but must be located,
unearthed, processed and cut to enable their
true beauty to be seen.

• They are treasured.

• They last for generations.

In theology and philosophy they symbolise our
work….







Opening of new Southern Railway
90% approval ratings and already paid off





Resilient City…smart, secure and
sustainable

• Renewable Energy City

• Carbon Neutral City

• Distributed City

• Biophilic City

• Eco-Efficient City

• Place-Based City

• Sustainable Transport City



How easy is to reduce footprint?

KEY FINDING:
Improvements in

performance from
implementing green

infrastructure
achievable at only

$5,600 per dwelling

High performance case



Can also be more liveable!
eg Vauban in Germany

Vauban green freedom…



Is change happening quickly enough?



Lets not end up being as slow as we were on slavery…
the moral dilemma of the 18th and 19th centuries….



The next era of innovation….the Green Economy



History of innovation and business models….



History of innovation and energy….
.

Next era of city building is REDUCED CARBON – green economy.



History of innovation and transport….
Each era changes the city form. Cities keep the best of that era and move on.

Next era of city building is electric and renewable gas….



Is there anything happening to
encourage us that the green economy

is underway?



The global green economy trends…

• In 2008 ‘peak fossil fuel power investment’ occurred:
global renewable power investment higher than fossil
fuel power investment for first time. Now 2:1…

• In 2004 industrial cities began to show ‘peak car use’
with dramatic increases in sustainable transport…

• In 2006 ‘peak oil production’ occurred…no increase in
production for 5 years…

• Driving the competitive options for cities of the future.



Rankings on investment in renewables,
2009

China $34,600 million, 147% growth in 5 yrs
US       $18,600 million, 103%
UK       $11,200 million, 127%

10 India   $2,300 million,    70%
14 Australia $1,000 million, 63%

China 40% of global PV
production



South Korea – perhaps the leader in
green economy initiatives…

“Low carbon green growth is a new national
growth paradigm that creates new growth
engines and clean jobs.'’

President Lee Myung-bak



Restoring ‘place’, eg River in Seoul,
buried under freeway



? ?1  Cheonggyecheon Area
after Restoration

(http://www.metro.seoul.kr/kor2000/chungaehome/en/seoul/2sub.htm/)



Seoul now has a green heart with a cultural icon restored: It received an international award in Washington DC in
January 2006





Car use growth trends in developed
cities from 1960 to 2005 using Global

Cities Database.
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Passenger-kilometres by private
car and light trucks, 1990 – 2009,

index (1990 = 100)
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Peak Car Use - US cities...

• Declining in car use –
4.3% in past year,
plateau over the past
5 years.

• Increasing transit use
– 6.5% in past year.

• Cities coming back in…









Annual vehicle miles per driver by age,
USA, 1995, 2001, 2009



Can cities transform dramatically
towards the green economy?



Shanghai 1990 and 2010



1990’s - Flirting with the American
model…



Rapidly filled…

So what can be done?



Shanghai Metro…12 lines, 273 stations,
420km covering 80% of metro area…

Built mostly since 2000; carries 8 million per day



Global growth now in rail and first
signs of declines in car use…

• 82 Chinese cities building metros and high
speed rail between cities

• 14 Indian cities building metros

• Middle east cities building rail for first time



INFRASTRUCTURE AUSTRALIA
Nation Building package –
55% urban rail….historic!





Tr ans f or mat i on of a c i t y   …

I magi ne t he I magi ne t he 
Pos s i bi l i t i esPos s i b i l i t i es

Phot o Ser i es Ur banAdv ant age : 



Hulbert Street – the sustainability
street inspiration…



Tim  Darby and
 Shani Graham



















What i s t he bi gges t mor al c hoi c e we      
f ac e about s us t ai nabl e c i t i es   ?
What i s t he s oul of a c i t y bas ed on        ?

FEAR

• Shor t t er m onl y   
pani c( ).
• Mus t wi n at al l    
c os t s .
• Sees t hr eat s  
ev er y wher e .
• Hi des 

HOPE

• Long t er m f or   - 
c hi l dr en .
• Co oper at i on and -  
par t ner s hi p .
• Sees oppor t uni t i es  
t o i mpr ov e c r eat e  & 
s us t ai nabi l i t y

ev er y wher e .


